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ABSTRACT 
We define the time-varying gap metric and show that balls of uncertainty in this 
metric correspond, for radius smaller than a 9xed quantity, to balls of uncertainty 
defined by perturbations of a normalized right coprime representation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The gap metric was introduced as a tool for the study of robustness 
properties of linear systems by Zames and El-Sakkary [9], and sufficient 
conditions for robust stability in terms of the gap have been given by various 
authors [lo, 111. The importance of the gap metric has been greatly enhanced 
by two fundamental results. The first, by Georgiou [S], showed the relation- 
ship between the gap metric and 2-block H”-optimization problems, which 
allowed the use of the H” theory to compute this metric. The second., by 
Georgiou and Smith [6], h s owed the close relationship between the problem 
of robust optimization in the gap metric and the problem of robust optimiza- 
tion with respect to normalized coprime factor uncertainty. They showed 
the equivalence of these two problems, and this set&d the question as to 
whether maximizing allowable coprime factor uncertainty corresponds to 
tolerating the largest ball of uncertainty in a well-defined metric. 
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We relate here to this question for linear time-varying systems. Using the 
time-varying gap metric, we extend their results to this framework. We show 
that the ball of uncertainty in the time-varying gap metric of a given radius is 
equal to the ball of uncertainty of the same radius defined by perturbations of 
a normalized right coprime fraction, provided the radius is smaller than a 
certain quantity. This quantity is the left endpoint of the interval determined 
in [4] which contains the maximal radius for robust stabilization for normal- 
ized coprime factor perturbations. Also, for quantities larger than the right 
endpoint of this interval, the time-varying gap batl about the plant with such a 
radius can’t be stabilized by any fixed controller which stabilizes the plant. 
Thus the situation for robustness of time-varying gap balls parallels the 
aituntion for balls of coprime factor perturbations. In the case of time-invariant 
systcrns. as has been pointed out in [41, the above-mentioned interval col- 
lapses to a point. and thus our results recover those of Georgiou and Smith. 
2. PHELIMINARIES 
Let L’ denote the Hilbert sequence space 
i 
OD 
(x,.x,...): Clxi12 cm . 
i=O 1 
‘%I .t,‘s VW) ly! ,w&rs or vectors in C”. The dimension (as long as it is finite) 
Srcw’t m&r. The truncation projections on h2 are denoted by P, and are 
t&rrim~tf Iy
p,( x0. x ,“..,. f,,.Xn+ I,...) = (x,,x*,...,r,,O,...). 
l,iIu!ur qatems on h’ will be lower triangular infinite matrices acting by 
rrrukrix rrrtlltll)li~idior1. If A is such a matrix and x E h2, it will of course in 
general not lw the case that Ax E h”. We associate to each such matrix a 
linear IrrJflifulcl 
It wils SL’CII in [3] that the linear transformation induced by A is closed; i.e., 
thca graph of A, 
3’(A) = ((r, AX): x EZ~), 
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is a closed subspace of h” @ h’. (It may very well be that 9 = toD. scv f+> 
We will say that A is stable if S = h”. By the closed graph theorem this is 
equivalent to saying that A determines a bounded linear operator on tr’. 
We recall that lower triangularity is a physical reakbihty condition 
usually referred to as causality: P, A = P,AP,, for integers n 2 0. The 
algebra of linear systems will be denoted by 9, and of stable ones by 9. 
Invertibihty in 9 depends on a purely algebraic property: the elements of 
the diagonal of A are nonsingular. Invertibility in 9 is a topological property: 
A is invertible in 2, and {II P,, A- ‘P,ID is a uniformly bounded sequence. 
3. STABILIZATION 
We say that the given plant L ~2’ is stabilizable if there exists C ES’ 
such that the matrix 
[-1 -71: La(L) am(C) + h2 e h2 
IS invertihle with bounded inverse. The inverse is easily computed and is 
given ty 
[ 
(z-CL)-’ C(Z-LC)_' 
L( z - CL)-’ 1 (Z-LC)_' * 
‘dus I, is stubilijr~ble if the four entries of the matrix exist and are in S? 
Note that this notion is symmetric in L and C; C stabilizes L if and only if L 
ntubilb:s c, 
Is onkr to state the main result on stabilization we need the following 
tlt4lritiol~ 
I%S’lNlTl0N 3.1. I, has a right f&tot-k&ion if there exist M, N E9 
with M -’ ~23’ such that L = NM- ‘, and a lej? fictorization if there exist 
~6, $ E.Y’ with A?-’ ~9’such that L = &‘I?. 
It follows from the definition of stabilization that if P is stabilizable, it has 
right and left factorizations. The converse is false [4]. A stronger notion is 
ncudcd. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. The right factorization L = NM-' is coprime if there 
exist X,YEysuchthat fi+YM=Z. 
A similar definition is given for left coprimeness. 
THEOREM 3.3 [2]. L is stabilizable if and only 
CqJrtm! fktorizatioYL9 
L = NM-1 = &‘fi. 
if it has lejl and right 
u*rl ull controllers C which stabilize L can be pammetrizd in the form 
C = (V + MQ)(V -I- NQ)-’ 
- (d + Qfij'(ir + Qti), Q ~3’. 
Note Lhat c-prime factorkations are not unique. If L = NM-' is a right 
mpritne iktorimtion for L, and T is invertible in 9, then so is NT(MT)-‘. 
We will be interested in a particular factorization, the normalized one. It is 
easily seen that if L = NM - ' is a right coprime factorization, then 
the range of the operator 
1 I 
: from h2 into h2 $ h2, and that T invertible in 
9 can be chosen so that [I E T is an isometxy. We will assume from now on 
that [ f] is already an isometry and will call it a normalized right coprime 
factorization. We won’t distinguish between L = NM-' and the operator [I i . 
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4. THE GAP METRIC FOR TIME-VARYING SYSTEMS 
Suppose L,, L, ~2 with normalized right coprime tiorizakns 
Denote the projections on their ranges hy II, and IIs. The gap between Lr 
and L, is defined as 
a( L,, L,) = IIH, - I&II. 
The directed gap from L, to L, is 
It is well known thatz 
(1) 6(L,, L,) = maxi3L,, L2),3L2, &)I. 
(2) If 6( L,, L,) < 1, these numbers are all equal. For the basic properties 
of the gap metric see [7l and [s]. 
By our assumptions on it follows that for alI 12, 
are isometries on (I - P,)h2 with range in (I - P,)h’ Q (I - P,)h2. Let 
II,, denote the orthogonal projection on the range of z: (I - P,), and 
i 1 
define 
and 
S”( L,, L,) = II&” - n,,II 
= max{i((L,, L2), &(L2. &I)- 
The proof of the next lemma is a direct computation. 
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Ris i = 1,2. 
TIIEOREM 4.2. 
cud tlut the 3 X 2 oprator matrix 2, whose first row is [M,*, N,* ] and 
W~I(W Iwtikctrrr twtr rows are given by I - IT,, is an isometry. Thus 
n over Q ESP gives 
www - 5) 
(I - R,R;)‘R,(Z - P,) 
Ill 
’ 
a 
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But for x E h’, 
II P,,R;R,( Z - P&x 2 (I _ R#)R,(Z _ p”)x Ill =IIcR3dz -WI” 
+/(I - R2RWW - P,bli2. 
fl[f - &(I - Pn)~#w - P,)xl12* 
II v,R;R,( I - P”) (I - R,R;)R,(I-P,,) =aLPLd7 III 
q 
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This ball will contain many 2 x 1 operator matrices which do not mpmsent 
linear systems, i.e., matrices which are not graphs of lower triangular Smite 
matrices. It may also contain 2 X 1 operator matrices which represent linear 
systems which are not stabilizable. Thus the statement “C stabilizes this ball’ 
needs clarification. We will mean the following. We will consider pairs 
M* 1 1 Nl 
such that M + AM is invertible in 9. This guarantees that L, = (N + 
ANWM + AM)” is a linear system with domain D =tiM + AM) whose 
grq?h b the range of ;; ) I 1 and denote this set by HI+ r). 
If C b e-n by the pair [o + Qg, -<o + QG)] = [A, B], we define 
the iumrh F( M,. N,) = IKAM, + NV,)-'I), noting that this inverse exists 
for #If p&s ;; 
I I 
which represent linear systems that are stabilized by C. 
ffl:sIlufflOnr 5.1 IS]. C stabilizes @(I,, r) if F(M,, N,) is uniformly 
ixx&@$i on a( I,, r 1. 
Elm ntir~ ra~uh af [s] is that rv,, the largest radius for which there exists 
a @ve#~ c’ wtdch ~t&lhus C( k. r), satisfies the inequality 
I1tm: WC cm-h_ter balls of uncertainty in the time-varying gap (Y defined 
in the previous section. We precede the main results by a series of lemmas. 
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For an operator T defined on a Hilbert space Z, the minimum modulus 
of T is defined as 
IlTXll 
p(T) = inf - 
x+0 llxll . 
Cc(T) > 0, then T has a left inverse. 
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Taking the supremum on the right over all Q ~9 and the infimum on the 
left over all n > k >, 0 gives the required inequality. l 
We now introduce some notation. Let 
&( L, r) = {L, stabilizable : Z( L, L,) < t-1, 
LJ?( L, r) = {L, stabilizable: O( L, L,) < r}. 
&(L, r) is called a directed gap ball, and SXL, r) a gap ball. Since 
stabilizable systems have, in particular, normalized right coprime factoriza- 
tions, these balls are well defined. It is easily seen that they are nonvoid. 
The proof of the next lemma is essentially the same as that given in [6, 
Lemma 21. 
LEMMA 5.2. S&L. r) = !3’(L, r). 
P~OL$ Suppose L, E g( L, r) with N1 MC' a normalized right coprime 
factorirntion. By Theorem 4.2, there exists Q ~9 such that 
We can assume Q is invertible in 9 (otherwise just perturb the diagonal 
elements by arbitrarily small numbers without losing the given inequality). 
LetAM=M,Q-M,AN=N,Q-N.Then 
ll[ Ill it <r and L,=(N+AN)(M+AM)-’ 
and so L, E HL, t-1. 
Now consider L, E S(L, 1-1, where 
L,=(N+AN)(M+AM)-’ with if Cr. 
I[ Ill 
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Then there exists @ invertible in Y such that [(N + AN$][(M -i AM I&-’ 
is a normalized right coprime factorization for L,. Then 
Frtrr$. It is always the case that @CL, r) CL?@{ ,!,, r). SO assume 
tj( II, !,, ) < r. By the previous lemma L, E g(L, r). Thus it can be 
rt!prrWlrttrd as 
I ,,-(N+AN)(M+AM)-’ with i! <r. III I!! 
L&t M, = M + AM, N, = N + AN. 
WC show that 
I 1 
*;I 
I 
is a right coprime representation of L,. By [ll, we 
swt shv tht there exists B > 0 such that 
III PIIM, p N x a l llP”dl ” 1  II 
Liar ail n B 0 and x E h’. But this follows from the fact that 
AM I[ III AN < r and inf &,k n>k>O > r, 2 r. 
It now follows that the range of 
[ I 
E,’ is the graph of L, (see [3,43). So let 
II denote the orthogonal projection of h” CB h” onto the range of 
I 1 : . Since 
[ 1 E is an isometry, this is just 
I 1 ; [M*, NO]. 
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= z [z+M*AM+N*AN]. 
1 1 
Since? I[M*AM ,+ N*Ah(ll < 1. I + M*AM + N*AN is invertible and thus 
cl i”u It m4:-tw~lw? rrtilp~~irl~ of 
[f] with [:](I-Pk) 
REMARK 5.4. For f > r,. even in the time-invariant case there is no 
qudity. SW [S]. 
TWOREM 5.5. Consider u stabilizable systenz L with normalized coprime 
fktorkntion NM - ’ , and consider acontroller C which stubili%s L. Then for 
r 6; r, tht? j&dng statements are equivalent: 
(a) L,, C) is stable&r all L, E SF{L, r). 
(b) {L,,C) is stablefir ~11 L, ES’(L, r-1. 
(c) {L,, C} is stable for all L, ES&L, r). 
The proof follows immediately from the previous lemmas. To complete 
the picture we must discuss what happens in @L, r) for r > rl. As with 
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@L, r), anything can happen for rl G r < r2. It can be showm that f&r 
r > r2 the function 
is not uniformly hounded on L&L, r). The argument is similar to that given 
in Theorem 4.6 of [4]. 
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